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On the Veri�ation of Nondeterministi AutomataSpei�ations of Probabilisti Real-Time SystemsArnaldo V. Moura and Guilherme A. Pintofarnaldo,guialbug�d.uniamp.brAbstratIn [2℄, Alur et al. presented an algorithm for the problem of verifying deterministitimed automata spei�ations of probabilisti real-time systems given as generalizedsemi-Markov proesses; and posed the question of the veri�ation of nondeterministispei�ations. We give a partial answer to the question, extending their method sothat proesses, with a fairly aeptable restrition, an be tested against any timedautomaton. These inlude, for instane, real-time models of digital iruits where thekey property is that the delay distributions have non-zero lower bounds.1 IntrodutionTehniques for automati veri�ation of timing properties of non-probabilisti real-time sys-tems have already been widely studied [5, 3, 12℄ and applied in pratial problems. In manyases, however, one may want to onsider the probabilisti behavior of a physial system|in these ases, the best a veri�ation method an do is to say that the system satis�es theproperty with probability one. Typially, system models based on state-transition graphsan aount for probabilities either only in the disrete transitions, or also in the delays ofthe events triggering the disrete transitions. In the latter ase, when there are ontinuousprobability distributions in the delays, there are, at least, three approahes.In [1℄, Alur et al. presented a model-heking algorithm for timed omputation tree logi(TCTL) formulas, where the existential and universal path quanti�ers are interpreted as\with positive probability" and \with probability one" respetively, so that the veri�ationis qualitative (in what onerns probability bounds). The system model de�nes a generalizedsemi-Markov proess.Reently, Kwiatkowska et al. [13℄ proposed a proedure to hek systems, given by asimilar model, against formulas of the probabilisti timed omputation tree logi (PTCTL),whih is a version of TCTL where the path quanti�ers are amended with quantitativeprobabilisti bounds, so that the veri�ation is quantitative, although (unavoidably) ap-proximative.These logis, however, are purely propositional, and do not have the ounting ability, forexample, of the popular timed automata (TA) formalism [12℄. There are ertain interestingproperties that an be spei�ed by TA, and suh that TCTL or PTCTL annot desribe.An example is the onvergent bounded response property: \two events a and b alternate1



2 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pintoand eventually always the time di�erene between a and the next b is less than or equal to2 seonds" [3, 2℄. Thus, in [2℄, Alur et al. extended their previous method to the veri�a-tion of deterministi TA spei�ations, whih an express the onvergent bounded responseproperty, for instane; and posed the question of the veri�ation of nondeterministi TAspei�ations. Besides the fat that nondeterminism failitates the spei�ation of proper-ties and gives rise to, potentially, smaller models, the interest in this question also stems fromthe fat that nondeterministi TA are stritly more expressive than deterministi TA [3℄.Unfortunately, the probabilisti veri�ation problem, whih is ommonly solved by omple-menting the spei�ation, resembles the language inlusion problem, whih is undeidablefor nondeterministi TA [3℄. Nondeterministi TA are not losed under omplementation[3℄, so that one must resort to some other tehnique to ope with the nondeterminism inthe spei�ation. For instane, in the disrete time domain, where the system is a Markovhain and the spei�ation an !-automaton, Couroubetis and Yannakakis [7℄ solved a moregeneral problem with the usual subset onstrution. But, for TA, it was not lear in [2℄ howone ould apply suh a onstrution, and also arry through the probabilisti analysis.In this paper, we show that a subset onstrution on the states (loation plus valuationfor the loks) of the automaton admit the de�nition of the integral parts/order of frationalparts equivalene relation over the set of states, so that the method in [2℄ an be extended ina uniform way until the point where only probabilisti information are left. At this point,the method onstruts a graph, over whih the probabilisti analysis is done. When weapply the subset onstrution, for some instanes, this graph is in�nite, and the methodannot be applied|the proess and the automaton may synhronize is suh a way that anunbounded amount of information is needed for the method to sueed. Nevertheless, weshow that for fairly aeptable restritions on the proess model, the graph is guaranteedto be �nite, in suh a way that the powerful nondeterministi timed automata formalisman indeed be used to speify properties. For example, if there is a bound on the numberof events generated by the proess, in a time interval of unit length, then our methodguarantees that it an be tested against any TA, be it deterministi or nondeterministi.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 explains the system model of probabilistireal-time proesses. In Setion 3 we review the spei�ation formalism of timed automataand de�ne the probabilisti veri�ation problem. Setion 4 presents the onstrution, givesan example for whih the method annot be used, and shows that most pratial instanesare solvable. Setion 5 onludes with some �nal remarks.2 The System ModelOur system model is inspired on the one de�ned in [2℄, and we use the same notation.Informally, the system moves probabilistially through a �nite set of states S aording toa sequene of disrete events. The sojourn time in a state and the event triggering theprobabilisti transition are hosen in suh a way that it de�nes a generalized semi-Markovproess [16℄ over the set S. We �rst give the formal de�nition and then disuss the operationof the proess.De�nition 1 We say that a probability distribution is bounded if it has support on a



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 3bounded interval [t1; t2℄, t1 and t2 in Q (the set of non-negative rational numbers), andprobability density funtion f , suh that, if t1 = t2, then f(t1) = 1 (disrete probabilitydistribution), and if t1 < t2, then R t2t1 f(t)dt = 1 (ontinuous probability distribution).We denote by D the set of all bounded and exponential distributions. The algorithmneeds only trivial modi�ations to treat bounded distributions with support of k boundedintervals, for any k in N (the set of natural numbers).De�nition 2 A real-time probabilisti proess M is a tuple hS;E; at; f0;next; disti, where� S is a �nite set of states;� E is a �nite set of basi events. The set of all nonempty subsets of E is denoted by�. An element a 2 � is alled an event of M;� at : S ! � is a funtion assoiating a set of basi events to eah state, the ativebasi events of a state;� f0 : S ! [0; 1℄ is a initial distribution funtion suh that Ps2S f0(s) = 1;� next : S ��� S ! [0; 1℄ is a probabilisti transition funtion. For every state s andevery a 2 �, Ps02S next(s; a; s0) = 1;� dist : E ! D is a funtion assoiating eah basi event x 2 E to a probabilitydistribution in D. Given dist, we denote by Ee and Eb, respetively, the set ofbasi events with exponential distribution, and the set of basi events with boundeddistributions; and distinguish two funtions, l : Eb ! Q and u : Eb ! Q , givingthe lower and upper bounds of the distributions, respetively. We all x 2 Eb a�xed-delay basi event if lx = ux, and a variable-delay basi event if lx < ux. Letate(s) = at(s) \Ee and atb(s) = at(s) \Eb. Also, we write fx for the probabilitydensity funtion assoiated to an exponential or variable delay basi event x.The proess works as follows. Eah basi event x 2 E has an assoiated lok, alsoreferred to as x. The proess starts in some state s suh that f0(s) > 0. For eah x 2 at(s),a value dx is randomly and independently hosen from the distribution dist(x) and the lokx is set to �dx. The values of all the loks inrease with the real time until some lokreahes 0, when, then, a state transition ours. Let a 2 � be the set of basi eventsreahing value 0 in s. The proess moves to some state s0 suh that next(s; a; s0) > 0. Thereading of the loks in at(s0) are obtained as follows:� Let old(s; a; s0) = at(s0) \ (at(s) n a). The basi events in old(s; a; s0) are ative in sand s0|the value of their loks is not modi�ed;� Let new(s; a; s0) = at(s0) n old(s; a; s0). Eah lok x in new(s; a; s0) is set to �dx,where dx is, again, randomly and independently hosen from dist(x).



4 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pinto
s1 s2b; 0:1Ms : ; 0:8; 0:2 b; 0:9d;1:0 a; 1:0s3Figure 1: A real-time probabilisti proess MsExample 1 Consider the proess Ms in Fig. 1, where at(s1) = fa; g, at(s2) = fbg andat(s3) = fdg. It models two onurrent basi events a and , with uniform distributionbetween 0 and 4, and between 1 and 3, respetively. The proess starts in state s1 and, if ahappens before , then the proess goes to s2 with probability 1;  is no longer ative and aresponse basi event b is sheduled with uniform distribution between 1 and 2. If  happensbefore a in s1, then, with probability 0:2,  is simply resheduled; and with probability 0:8,the proess goes to s3, and a response basi event d is sheduled with uniform distributionbetween 0 and 1. Also, when b happens in s2, with a small probability, the proess goesto s3. Note that, the probability that a and  happen simultaneously is zero. Two basievents an happen at the same time only if they are �xed-delay. utThe proess is not Markov beause non-exponential distributions an be assoiated tothe delays, and is not semi-Markov beause not even at the transition times the Markovproperty holds, sine not all events in at(s) are resheduled when the proess enters s.We see that M indeed de�nes a generalized semi-Markov proess over S beause we anretrieve the Markov property by allowing a generalized notion of state. A generalized stateof M has the form hs; �i, where s 2 S and � is a mapping from at(s) to the non-positivereals, that is, a partiular reading for eah ative lok, whih we all a lok interpretationfor E. If we now let the state spae be the spae of all generalized states, then we have aMarkov proess Y . For t 2 R (the set of non-negative real numbers), we write �+ t for thelok interpretation whih maps every lok x to �(x) + t.3 Timed Automata and the Veri�ation ProblemTimed automata were proposed in [3℄ as a formalism for the veri�ation of real-time systems.Informally, a timed automaton is an !-automaton together with a �nite set of lok variableswhose values inrease with the real time. Every transition of the automaton has a onstrainton the values of the loks and an be taken only if the loks satisfy the onstraint. Inaddition, a transition may reset some of the loks. As we will see, timed automata aepttimed words instead of !-words.De�nition 3 A timed word � over a �nite alphabet � is a pair (�; �) where



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 5� � = �1�2 � � � is a sequene of symbols �i 2 � (an !-word over �);� � = �1�2 � � � is an stritly inreasing sequene of time values �i 2 R, �i > 0, satisfyingthe progress property: for every t 2 R, there is some i � 1 suh that �i > t. Given 2 R, we write  � � for the sequene obtained from � by multiplying every �i by .In a timed word (�; �), the time value �i is interpreted as the ourrene time of theevent �i. For example, the following is the initial pre�x of a timed word �s over fa; bg:(a; 3:1) ! (b; 6)! (a; 6:2)! (b; 7:5) ! � � � .De�nition 4 Given a �nite set X of lok variables, a lok onstraint Æ over X is de�nedindutively by Æ := x �  j  � x j :Æ j Æ1 ^ Æ2, where x 2 X and  2 Q . The set of all lokonstraints over X is denoted by �(X).De�nition 5 A timed (B�uhi) automaton A is a tuple h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i, where� � is a �nite alphabet;� Q is a �nite set of loations;� Q0 � Q is a set of start loations;� X is a �nite set of loks;� T � Q�Q���2X ��(X) is a set of transitions. For a transition hq; q0; a; �; Æi fromloation q to loation q0, on symbol a, Æ gives the onstraint to be satis�ed and � theset of loks to be reset;� F � Q is a set of aepting loations.The operation of the automaton A is obtained by de�ning runs of A over timed words.For this, let a lok interpretation for X be a mapping from X to R, that is, a partiularreading of the loks in X. A generalized loation of A has the form hq; �i, where q 2 Qand � is a lok interpretation for X. For t 2 R, we write � + t and t � �, respetively,for the lok interpretation whih maps every lok x to �(x) + t and to t � �(x). A lokinterpretation � for X satis�es a lok onstraint Æ over X i� Æ evaluates to true wheneah lok x is replaed by �(x). Given a transition hq; q0; a; �; Æi and a generalized loationhq; �i, the transition is said to be enabled if � satis�es Æ.De�nition 6 A run r = (q; �), of a timed automaton A over a timed word � = (�; �) is anin�nite sequene of generalized loations of the formr : hq0; �0i �1�!�1 hq1; �1i �2�!�2 hq2; �2i �3�!�3 � � � ;satisfying:� Initiation: q0 2 Q0, and �0(x) = 0 for all x 2 X;
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As : q3 q4q2 q1 ab x := 0 x < 2x := 0a ba
Figure 2: A nondeterministi timed automaton As� Conseution: for all i � 1, there exists hqi�1; qi; �i; �i; Æii 2 T suh that (�i�1+�i��i�1)satis�es Æi, and �i(x) = 0 if x 2 �i and �i(x) = �i�1 + �i � �i�1 otherwise (�0 = 0, byde�nition).Given a run r = (q; �) over a timed word � = (�; �), let inf(r) be the set of loa-tions suh that q 2 inf(r) i� q = qi for in�nitely many i � 1 in r. The run r over� is alled an aepting run i� inf(r) \ F 6= ;. Finally, the language aepted by A isL(A) = f(�; �) j A has an aepting run over (�; �)g.Example 2 The automaton As in Fig. 2 expresses the onvergent bounded response prop-erty mentioned in the introdution. The single lok x is reset only in the transitions from q1to q3 and from q4 to q3. The transition from q3 to q4 is the only one with a lok onstraintdi�erent than true. Note that the automaton is nondeterministi, sine the transitions fromq1 to q3 and from q1 to q2, whih are on the same symbol, an be simultaneously enabled.The language aepted by As is L(As) = f((ab)! ; �) j there is i suh that for all j �i; (�2j < �2j�1 + 2)g. The following are the two possible initial pre�xes of runs of As over�s (x(d) means x = d):hq1; x(0)i a�!3:1 hq2; x(3:1)i b�!6 hq1; x(6)i a�!6:2 hq2; x(6:2)i b�!7:5 hq1; x(7:5)i � � � ;hq1; x(0)i a�!3:1 hq2; x(3:1)i b�!6 hq1; x(6)i a�!6:2 hq3; x(0)i b�!7:5 hq4; x(1:3)i � � � : utWe note that timed B�uhi automata have the same expressiveness as timed Mullerautomata [3℄. In [2℄, Muller aeptane ondition was used instead, sine deterministi timedMuller automata are stritly more expressive than deterministi timed B�uhi automata.3.1 The Veri�ation ProblemAn instane of the veri�ation problem is omposed by a proess M desribing the prob-abilisti system, and a timed automaton A giving the spei�ation. A partiular behaviorof the proess M is desribed as a timed word over �, whih gives the sequene of eventsand their ourrene times. From now on, we assume that the set of events � of M equalsthe alphabet � of the timed automaton A. Let �t denote the set of all timed words over �.



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 7The proessM indues a probability measure1 over �t. We say thatM satis�es A i� L(A)has measure 1 in the probability measure indued by M. In other words, the veri�ationproblem is to deide, whether or not, the probability that M exhibits a behavior aeptedby A equals 1.As an example, if we add dummy transitions for the basi events  and d (of the proessMs) in the automaton As (hq; q; `; ;; truei, for all q 2 Q, ` 2 f; dg), the proessMs satis�esAs.3.2 Restrition to Integer ConstantsLet  be a positive real onstant. Given a timed automaton A, let A denote the automatonobtained by multiplying all the onstants appearing in all the lok onstraints of A by .There exists a one-to-one orrespondene between the runs of A and the runs of A: givena timed word � = (�; �), (q; �) is a run of A over � i� (q;  � �) is a run of A over (�;  � �)[3℄. Given a proessM, letM denote the proess obtained by replaing the funtion dist bydist, suh that dist replaes the funtions l by l, u by u, and, for every variable delay andexponential basi event x, the funtion fx by f x; where l, u and f x are de�ned, respetively,as: lx =  � lx, ux =  �ux and f x(t) = fx(t=)=. These de�nitions guarantee that, given anyinterval [t1; t2℄, R t2t1 fx(t) dt = R �t2�t1 f x(t) dt. In partiular, R uxlx fx(t) dt = R uxlx f x(t) dt = 1.Thus, we an obtain the probability measure indued by M on �t from the one induedby M simply mapping eah timed word (�; �) to (�;  � �). The following lemma holds.Lemma 1 M satis�es A i� M satis�es A. utThe invariane under multipliation by a onstant shows that we an restrit our atten-tion to instanes with integer onstants. Given a proess M and an automaton A, we anhoose  to be the least ommon multiple of the denominators of all onstants appearingin the lok onstraints of A and all onstants in the ranges of the funtions l and u of M,and then, use M and A instead, whih have only integer onstants.4 The AlgorithmLet M be a real-time probabilisti proess, and let A be a timed automaton, both withinteger onstants. We assume that from every loation q 2 Q of A and every lok inter-pretation �, there is an edge hq; q0; a; �; Æi, for every a 2 �, for some q0, � and Æ, suh that� satis�es Æ. This an be ahieved by a simple transformation: add a dummy loation qd toQ and, then, transitions hq; qd; a;X; truei, for all a 2 �, and all q 2 Q. The set F remainsunhanged. Clearly, L(A) is not altered.In order to ope with the nondeterminism in A, we use the standard idea of a subsetonstrution, applied on the generalized loations of A. As in [2℄, given Y , we de�ne anextended Markov proess Y � that simulates the runs of A over the behavior of M. The1A formal de�nition of a similar probability measure an be found in [13℄



8 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pintoproess Y � reords in its states, in addition to the state of Y , a �nite set of generalizedloations of A. Let A be the set of all generalized loations of A and let 2Afin denote the setof all �nite subsets of A. Then, a state of Y � has the form hs; �; pi, where hs; �i is a stateof Y and p 2 2Afin. The states of Y � are updated as follows:� Initial states: all states of the form hs; �; pi, where f0(s) > 0 and for all x 2 at(s), �(x)is aording to the probability distribution dist(x) and p = fhq; �i j q 2 Q0 and �(x) =0 for all x 2 Xg;� Time-passage states: if Y �t = hs; �; pi, suh that for some lok x 2 at(s), �(x) =�" < 0 and �(y) � �(x) for all y 2 at(s), then, for all 0 < "0 � ", Y �t+"0 = hs; �+"0; p0i,where p0 = fhq; � 0i j there is hq; �i 2 p suh that � 0 = � + "0g;� Transition states: onsider Y � in a state hs; �; pi, suh that �(x) = 0 for some x 2at(s). Let a = fx j �(x) = 0g. The proess moves to some state hs0; �0; p0i, where{ next(s; a; s0) > 0;{ For all x 2 old(s; a; s0), �0(x) = �(x). For all x 2 new(s; a; s0), �0(x) is aordingto dist(x);{ p0 = fhq0; � 0i j there is hq; �i 2 p and there is hq; q0; a; �; Æi 2 T suh that � satis�esÆ and � 0(x) = 0 if x 2 � and � 0(x) = �(x) otherwiseg.The Markov proess Y � indues the same probability measure as Y over �t. A partiularbehavior � of Y � is a funtion from R to the state spae of Y �, de�ned aording to theabove rules. In the next setion we will introdue the idea of a generi lok and de�ne thetraditional (integral parts/order of frational parts) equivalene relation on the states of Y �.Later on we will see that for most pratial proesses M, the equivalene relation allowsus to analyze the proess Y � with the very same method of [2℄ and deide the veri�ationproblem for any timed automaton A.4.1 Generi CloksConsider Y � in a time-passage state hs; �; pi, where jpj = n. In the next state hs; �+ "0; p0i,jp0j is still n. If Y � is in a transition state, where jpj = n, then, in the next state, jp0j anbe as high as kn, where k is the degree of nondeterminism of A, that is, the maximumnumber of transitions, on the same symbol, that an be simultaneously enabled. But note,however, that the number of distint values in the ranges of the funtions � in all generalizedloations of p0 is, at most, one more than the number of distint values in p. This possibleadditional distint value is zero, and it orresponds to all the loks that were reset by thetransition.Let A be the greatest onstant appearing in the lok onstraints of A. Let " bea speial symbol representing any value in the interval (A;1). By de�nition, "> A.Given a set p of generalized loations of A, we de�ne the set Rp � [0; A℄ [ f"g as follows:let R0p = fd j there is hq; �i 2 p; suh that d = �(x) � A for some x 2 Xg. If there ishq; �i 2 p; suh that �(x) > A for some x 2 X, then Rp = R0p [ f"g, otherwise Rp = R0p.



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 9In order to formalize the equivalene relation on the states of Y �, we think of eah valuein Rp as being represented by a generi lok. We reate a set of generi lok variables,Cp = f1; 2; : : : ; jRpjg for p. We de�ne also the bijetive funtion �p : Cp ! Rp as theunique funtion suh that �p(1) < �p(2) < � � � < �p(jRpj). Given two sets p and p0 ofgeneralized loations of A, if jRpj = jRp0 j, then we interpret the two sets Cp and Cp0 asbeing the same set of generi lok variables.The funtion �p indues, for eah hq; �i 2 p, a funtion � : X ! Cp that assoiates toeah lok x 2 X the generi lok whih holds \the value �(x)", that is, �(x) = ��1p (�(x)) if�(x) � A and �(x) = ��1p (") otherwise. The generalized loation hq; �i is, then, representedby a pair hq; �i, whih we all a position of A. Note that two di�erent generalized loationsan be assoiated to the same position. This is beause all values greater than A aremapped to ". For a set of generalized loations p, we de�ne the set of positions of A asPp = fhq; �i j hq; �i represents some hq; �i 2 pg.Example 3 Suppose A = 4 for a timed automaton A with Q = fq1; q2; : : : ; q10g, andonsider the following set of generalized loations of A:p = 8<:hq2;24 x1(3:1)x2(4:1)x3(2:9) 35i; hq3;24 x1(2:9)x2(5)x3(1:3) 35i; hq8;24 x1(2:9)x2(�)x3(1:3) 35i; hq6;24 x1(4:8)x2(2:2)x3(2:9) 35i9=; ,Then Cp = f1; 2; : : : ; 6g,�p = 2666664 6(")5(�)4(3:1)3(2:9)2(2:2)1(1:3) 3777775 and Pp = 8<:hq2;24 x1(4)x2(6)x3(3) 35i; hq3;24 x1(3)x2(6)x3(1) 35i; hq8;24 x1(3)x2(5)x3(1) 35i; hq6;24 x1(6)x2(2)x3(3) 35i9=; . utGiven a state hs; �; pi of Y �, we de�ne the lok vetor �hs;�;pi as the mapping �hs;�;pi :at(s) [ Cp ! R [ f"g, indued by � and �p, that is, for eah x 2 at(s), �hs;�;pi(x) = �(x),and for eah  2 Cp, �hs;�;pi() = �p(). A generi lok  2 Cp is said to be irrelevantto �hs;�;pi if �hs;�;pi() = ", and relevant otherwise. Note that at most one generi lok isirrelevant to a lok vetor. The set of relevant generi loks is denoted by Crelp . We arenow ready to de�ne the traditional [3, 2, 8℄ equivalene relation � over the set of all lokvetors.Given a number t 2 R, bt denote the greatest integer smaller than or equal to t, andfr(t) = t� bt is the frational part of t. De�ne � � �0 i�:� domain: the domains of � and �0 are equal. Let at denote the set of ative basievents and let C denote the set of generi loks in � and �0;� irrelevant lok: for eah x 2 C, �(x) = " i� �0(x) = ";� exponential basi events: for eah x 2 at \Ee, �(x) = 0 i� �0(x) = 0;



10 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pinto� relevant loks and bounded basi events: Let E� = (at \ Eb) [ Crel. (1) for eahx 2 E�, b�(x) = b�0(x) and fr(�(x)) = 0 i� fr(�0(x)) = 0; (2) and for eah pairx and y in E�, fr(�(x)) < fr(�(y)) i� fr(�0(x)) < fr(�0(y)) and fr(�(x)) = fr(�(y)) i�fr(�0(x)) = fr(�0(y)).Finally, we an de�ne the equivalene relation over the set of all states of Y � as anextension of the relation � for lok vetors.De�nition 7 Consider a proess M, a timed automaton A, and the assoiated Markovproess Y �. We de�ne hs; �; pi �� hs0; �0; p0i i�:� s = s0;� �hs;�;pi � �hs0;�0;p0i;� Pp = Pp0 .The relation �� preserves enough information to deide whih event M will delivernext and, when it ours, whih transitions of A will be enabled. In order to ahievethis, the relation � reords, for eah generi lok (ondition (1)), the interval from I =f[0; 0℄; (0; 1); [1; 1℄; (1; 2); : : : ; [A; A℄; (")g where the lok is ontained. Note that any twoloks in the same interval satisfy the same set of lok onstraints. For the basi events,the intervals are from Ib = f[�ug;�ug℄; : : : ; (�2;�1); [�1;�1℄; (�1; 0); [0; 0℄g, where ug isthe greatest value in the range of the funtion u. To orretly update this information, therelation also reords (ondition (2)) the order of the frational parts. Nothing is needed,however, for loks whose values are greater than A, sine all of them satisfy the same set oflok onstraints. For exponential events, we need only the intervals Ie = f(�1; 0); [0; 0℄g,beause of the memoryless property of these distributions. Thus, an equivalene lass anbe spei�ed by a tuple of the form [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄, where:� s 2 S;� C = f1; 2; : : : ; Kg is a set of generi loks;� P is a set of positions of A;� int : C ! I gives the interval of eah x 2 C;� intb : atb(s)! Ib gives the interval of eah x 2 atb(s);� inte : ate(s)! Ie gives the interval of eah x 2 ate(s);� Fr is an ordering for the frational parts of the loks in E� = atb(s) [ Crel. It hasthe form2 Fr : 0 � fr(x1) � fr(x2) � � � � � fr(xjE�j) < 1, where � 2 f=; <g and xi 2 E�.Also, int and Fr are suh that 1 < 2 < � � � < K .2This notation omes from [8℄.



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 11Note 1 Throughout the paper we use the following shemati representation for equiva-lene lasses in ��: [s; 4(")26664 (�1; 0)3(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1)2(1) 37775b(�1; 0) ; P ℄ .Eah lok x is annotated with its interval (we write x() as a shortut for x[; ℄). Betweenbrakets we onstrut a stak of the relevant generi loks and the bounded basi events.The stak gives the order of the frational parts, suh that the lok on the top has thegreatest frational part. If there is an irrelevant lok then we put it above the stak. Ifthere are exponential basi events we put them under the stak.Remark 1 The number of equivalene lasses of �� is not �nite, sine there is no boundon the number of generi loks in the set C. However, it is important to note that thenumber of equivalene lasses with at most K generi loks is �nite. Let VK denote theset of all equivalene lasses with exatly K generi loks, that is, jCj = K. The followingbound holds (ompare to [2, 3℄):jVK j < 2jQjjCjjXj| {z }(1) � (2A+2)jCj| {z }(2) �Xs2S 264jatb(s) [ Cj!| {z }(3) � (2ug+1)jatb(s)j| {z }(4) � 2jate(s)j| {z }(5) 375 ;where the fator (i) refers to the number of possible:(1) sets of positions of A;(2) ombinations of intervals for relevant generi loks;(3) orders of frational parts;(4) ombinations of intervals for bounded events;(5) ombinations of intervals for exponential events.4.2 The Graph GLet V denote the set of all equivalene lasses of ��. If we projet the states of the proessY � onto their equivalene lasses, we get a projeted proess Y p over V . By projetingthe states of a partiular behavior � of Y �, we an obtain an !-word �p over V , giving thesequene of equivalene lasses visited by the behavior �.The proess Y p is not Markov. However, given that Y p is in a state v 2 V , we ane�etively ompute the set of states fv0 2 V j there is a positive probability that the nextstate will be v0g. Thus, we an de�ne an oriented graph G whose vertex set is a subset ofV and suh that there is an edge vv0 i� there is a positive probability that the next statewill be v0, given that the present state is v. The set V0 of initial verties of G is omposedby all the verties of the form [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄, where:



12 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pinto� f0(s) > 0;� C = f1g and int(1) = (0);� P = fhq; �i j q 2 Q0g, where � is de�ned as: for eah x 2 X, �(x) = 1;� for every x 2 ate(s), inte(x) = (�1; 0);� for every �xed-delay basi event x 2 atb(s), intb(x) = (�lx);� for every variable-delay basi event x 2 atb(s), intb(x) = (�;�(�1)), where  2 N,lx + 1 �  � ux;� for any two variable-delay basi events x and y in atb(s), fr(x) 6= fr(y).A state [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄ of Y p is alled transient i� for some x 2 at(s)[Crel,we have fr(x) = 0. The graph G is de�ned indutively, from the initial verties, by thefollowing rules that de�ne the edge relation of G.Rules. The edges are grouped in �ve di�erent types:1. Consider Y p in a transient vertex [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄, suh that for eah x 2ati(s), inti(x) 6= (0), i 2 fb; eg, and for eah x 2 C, int(x) 6= (A). Then, withprobability 1, the next vertex will be [s; C; P; int0; int0b; inte;Fr0 ℄, where:� for eah x 2 C, int0(x) = (; + 1) if int(x) = () for some  2 N, and int0(x) =int(x) otherwise;� for eah x 2 atb(s), int0b(x) = (�;�( � 1)) if intb(x) = (�) for some  2 N,and int0b(x) = intb(x) otherwise;� in this ase, Fr : 0 = fr(x1) �2 fr(x2) �3 � � � �jE�j fr(xjE�j) < 1. Then, Fr0 : 0 <fr(x1) �2 fr(x2) �3 � � � �jE�j fr(xjE�j) < 1.For example: [s; 26664 b(�1; 0)3(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1)2(1) 37775 ; P ℄ type 1��������! [s; 26664 b(�1; 0)3(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1)2(1; 2) 37775 ; P ℄ .2. Consider Y p in a transient vertex [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄, suh that for eah x 2ati(s), inti(x) 6= (0), i 2 fb; eg, and there is y 2 C, suh that int(y) = (A). Notethat there an be only one suh y. Then, there are two ases:(a) there is no irrelevant generi lok. Then y=jCj, and, with probability 1, thenext vertex will be [s; C; P; int0; int0b; inte;Fr0 ℄, where:� int0(y) = ("), and int0(x) = int(x) for eah x 2 C, x 6= y;



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 13� for eah x 2 atb(s), int0b(x) = (�;�( � 1)) if intb(x) = (�) for some 2 N, and int0b(x) = intb(x) otherwise;� in this ase, Fr : 0 = fr(y) �2 fr(x2) �3 � � � �jE�j fr(xjE�j) < 1. Then, Fr0 : 0 <fr(x2) �3 � � � �jE�j fr(xjE�j) < 1.For example, suppose A = 4:[s; 26664 b(�1; 0)2(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1)3(4); (�1) 37775 ; P ℄ type 2(a)��������! [s; 3(")26664 b(�1; 0)2(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1)(�1; 0) 37775 ; P ℄ .(b) there is an irrelevant generi lok. Then y=jCj�1, and, with probability 1, thenext vertex will be [s; C 0; P 0; int0; int0b; inte;Fr0 ℄, where:� C 0 = f1; 2; : : : ; jCj�1g;� int0(y) = ("), and int0(x) = int(x) for eah x 2 C 0, x 6= y;� for eah x 2 atb(s), int0b(x) = (�;�( � 1)) if intb(x) = (�) for some 2 N, and int0b(x) = intb(x) otherwise;� in this ase, jP 0j � jP j. P 0 = fhq; �0i j there is hq; �i 2 P suh that for everyx 2 X; either �0(x) = �(x) or �0(x) = jC0j and �(x) = jCjg;� in this ase, Fr : 0 = fr(y) �2 fr(x2) �3 � � � �jE�j fr(xjE�j) < 1. Then, Fr0 : 0 <fr(x2) �3 � � � �jE�j fr(xjE�j) < 1.For example, let A = 4 and X = fx; yg:[s; 4(")26664 b(�1; 0)2(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1)3(4) 37775 ;�hq2; � x(1)y(2) �i; hq4; � x(4)y(1) �i; hq4; � x(3)y(1) �i�℄??y type 2(b)[s; 3(")2664 b(�1; 0)2(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1) 3775 ;�hq2; � x(1)y(2) �i; hq4; � x(3)y(1) �i�℄ .3. Consider Y p in a nontransient vertex [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄, suh that jE�j � 1.Then, with positive probability, the next vertex will be [s; C; P; int0; int0b; inte;Fr0 ℄,where:� for eah y 2 C, int0(y) = ( + 1) if int(y) = (;  + 1), for some  2 N and forevery x 2 E�, fr(x) � fr(y). Otherwise, int0(y) = int(y);� for eah y 2 atb(s), int0b(y) = (�( � 1)) if intb(y) = (�;�( � 1)), for some 2 N and for every x 2 E�, fr(x) � fr(y). Otherwise, int0b(y) = intb(y);



14 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pinto� in this ase, Fr : 0 < fr(x1) �2 fr(x2) �3 � � � �M fr(xM ) < fr(y1) = fr(y2) = � � � =fr(yN ) < 1. Then, Fr0 : 0 = fr(y1) = fr(y2) = � � � = fr(yN ) < fr(x1) �2 fr(x2) �3� � � �M fr(xM ) < 1.For example:[s; 4(")2664 b(�1; 0); 2(0; 1)3(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1) 3775(�1; 0) ; P ℄ type 3��������! [s; 4(")2664 3(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1)b(0); 2(1) 3775(�1;0) ; P ℄ .
4. Consider Y p in a nontransient vertex [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄. Then, for eah y 2ate(s), there is a positive probability that the next vertex will be [s; C; P; int; intb; int0e;Fr ℄, where:� int0e(y) = (0), and int0e(x) = (�1; 0) for every x 2 ate(s), x 6= y;For example:[s; 4(")2664 b(�1; 0); 2(0; 1)3(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1) 3775(�1; 0) ; P ℄ type 4��������! [s; 4(")2664 b(�1; 0); 2(0; 1)3(2; 3)a(�2;�1)1(0; 1) 3775(0) ; P ℄ .
5. Consider Y p in a transient vertex v = [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄ suh that jaj > 0,a = fx jx 2 ati(s) and inti(x) = (0); i 2 fb; egg. Then, a state transition ours isM. We need a few de�nitions.Given a position hq; �i 2 P , let the lok interpretation �� over X be de�ned as:��(x) = (l + u)=2, where l = u =  if int(�(x)) = (), and l =  and u =  + 1 ifint(�(x)) = (; + 1), for some  2 N. We say that � satis�es a lok onstraint Æ i��� satis�es Æ.We say that v is reseting i� there is hq; �i 2 P and hq; q0; a; �; Æi 2 T suh that �satis�es Æ and j�j > 0. This means that a new generi lok will be needed to representthe value 0 in the next state. De�ne D � f1; 2; : : : ; jCjg as D = fi j there is hq; �i 2P suh that, for some x 2 X; �(x) = i and there is hq; q0; a; �; Æi 2 T suh that x 62� and � satis�es Æg, that is, D ontains the indies of all generi loks whose valueswill still represent some lok in the next state. Let d be the unique funtion d :f1; 2; : : : ; jDjg ! D satisfying d(1) < d(2) < � � � < d(jDj).Then, there is a positive probability that the next vertex will be any vertex [s0; C 0; P 0;int0; int0b; int0e;Fr0 ℄, where:� next(s; a; s0) > 0;



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 15� C 0 = f1; 2; : : : ; Ng, where N = jDj+ 1 if v is reseting and N = jDj otherwise;� P 0 = fhq0; �0i j there is hq; �i 2 P and hq; q0; a; �; Æi 2 T suh that � satis�esÆ; and for eah x 2 �; �0(x) = 1; and for eah x 62 �; �0(x) = i; and �(x) =d(i�1) if v is reseting, and �(x) = d(i) otherwiseg;� if v is reseting then int0(1) = (0), and for 2 � i � N , int0(i) = int(d(i�1)).Otherwise, for 1 � i � N , int0(i) = int(d(i));� for eah x 2 old(s; a; s0) \ ati(s0), int0i(x) = inti(x), i 2 fb; eg;� for eah x 2 new(s; a; s0):{ if x 2 ate(s0), int0e(x) = (�1; 0);{ if x 2 atb(s0) and is �xed-delay, int0b(x) = (�lx);{ if x 2 atb(s0) and is variable-delay, int0b(x) = (�;�( � 1)), where  2 N,lx + 1 �  � ux;� Let Cs = C 0nf1g if v is reseting, and Cs = C 0 otherwise. Let O = (old(s; a; s0)\atb(s0))[Cs. Given a lok x 2 O, if v is reseting, then, o(x) = d(i�1) if x = iand o(x) = x if x 62 Cs. Otherwise, o(x) = d(i) if x = i and o(x) = x if x 62 Cs.Fr0 is suh that:{ for any two loks x and y in O, fr(x) < fr(y) in Fr0 i� fr(o(x)) < fr(o(y)) inFr and fr(x) = fr(y) in Fr0 i� fr(o(x)) = fr(o(y)) in Fr.{ for any two variable-delay x and y in new(s; a; s0), fr(x) 6= fr(y), and for anyvariable-delay x 2 new(s; a; s0) and y 2 O, fr(x) 6= fr(y).As an example, onsider Y p in the following state and suppose that there are two edgeshq1; q2; a; fxg; Æ1i and hq1; q3; a; ;; Æ2i enabled, that next(s; a; s0) = 1, and at(s0) =fb; g,  2 atb(s0) and l = 1 and u = 2:[s; 2664 2(2; 3)b(�3;�2)1(0; 1)a(0) 3775 ;�hq1; � x(1)y(2) �i�℄ .Then Y p moves, with positive probability, to eah state of the form[s0; 26666666664 �!3(2; 3)�!b(�3;�2)�!2(0; 1)�!1(0)
37777777775 ;�hq2;� x(1)y(3) �i; hq3;� x(2)y(3) �i�℄ ,where the arrows indiate the four possible plaes for (�2;�1). utNote that the de�nition of G implies that, if there is no edge between v and v0, then,the probability that the next state will be v0 given that the present state is v, is zero. Theargument that, indeed, for eah edge of G, this probability is positive, also omes fromthe de�nition for edges of the types 1, 2 and 5. For the types 3 and 4, the argument isstraightforward and is given in the proof of the following lemma in [2℄.



16 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pintoa a ax = 1x := 0M : a adist(a) : s1 q1 q2a
t A : q30 1fala uaFigure 3: An instane for whih G is in�niteLemma 2 (Lemma 2 in [2℄) For eah vertex v 2 V , the set of behaviors � of Y � suhthat v appears on �p, has positive probability i� there is a �nite path in G from some vertexv0 2 V0 to v. utTo solve the veri�ation problem, nevertheless, we need to analyze the ergodi behaviorof Y �. A strongly onneted omponent W � V of G is alled a bottom strongly onnetedomponent (b.s.. omponent) of G i� for every v 2W , if there is an edge vv0, then v0 2W .The method in [2℄ relates the ergodi behavior of Y � to the b.s.. omponents of G. Everyb.s.. omponent must satisfy a ertain ondition, and the algorithm, in order to verify thisondition, must visit every vertex of the omponent. Thus, if G is not �nite, the methodannot be applied. We now give an example of an instane for whih G is in�nite. In thenext setion, we show that for most interesting pratial instanes, G is �nite. Then, inSet. 4.4, we will resume the presentation of the algorithm, for these instanes for whih wean give a guarantee of the �niteness of G.Example 4 Consider the instane in Fig. 3. The proessM has a single basi event a withuniform distribution between 0 and 1. Every partiular behavior of M is haraterized bya timed word � = (�; �) suh that � = a! and �i � �i+1 � 1, i � 0. The spei�ationA is the traditional [3℄ example of a nonomplementable timed automaton. It aeptsthe language L(A) = f(a!; �) j there are i � 1 and j > i suh that (�j = �i + 1)g. Notethat, sine A annot be omplemented and the lass of languages de�ned by deterministitimed automata is losed by omplementation, there is no deterministi timed automatonaepting L(A). Clearly, M does not satisfy A. The probability that a partiular behaviorof M satis�es the ondition (�j = �i + 1) is zero.If we try to onstrut the graph G, we enounter the following in�nite sequene ofverties beginning in the unique initial vertex. The label Æ + a in the arrows represents atime passage plus the state transition in M, that is, atually, between any two onseutiveverties in this sequene there are two other verties orresponding to the passage of time.
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[s1; � a(�1; 0)1(0) � ; fhq1; x(1)ig℄??y Æ + a[s1; 24 a(�1; 0)2(0; 1)1(0) 35 ; fhq1; x(2)i; hq2; x(1)ig℄??y Æ + a[s1; 2664 a(�1; 0)3(0; 1)2(0; 1)1(0) 3775 ; fhq1; x(3)i; hq2; x(1)i; hq2; x(2)ig℄??y Æ + a[s1; 26664 a(�1; 0)4(0; 1)3(0; 1)2(0; 1)1(0) 37775 ; fhq1; x(4)i; hq2; x(1)i; hq2; x(2)i; hq2; x(3)ig℄...The number of relevant generi loks needed to keep trak of all the possible runs ofA over this behavior of M is not bounded, beause the lok x is reset, in eah run, atdi�erent times, so that we need to add one generi lok for eah time. In addition, theproess an shedule the basi event a arbitrarily lose to zero in the interval (�1; 0), suhthat no generi lok beomes irrelevant. But note that this in�nite sequene only exists inG beause the proess an generate arbitrarily many events in a �nite interval of time. Weshow, in the next setion, that this is a neessary ondition for G to be in�nite.This problem is somehow expeted, sine the fat that the automaton an yle arbi-trarily many times in q2, without reseting x, before passing to q3, is preisely one of thereasons why this automaton is not omplementable [3℄. ut4.3 Instanes with Finite GOne may argue that a system model whih an generate arbitrarily many disrete events ina �nite interval of time is not realisti, sine this is not physially realizable. In addition,allowing this property in the model may drastially a�et the omplexity of the deisionproblems|it is an essential property in the proofs of the undeidability results about non-deterministi timed automata [3, 11℄. Indeed, nondeterministi timed automata has beenreognized as too expressive|to the point where the important (for automati veri�ation)problem of language inlusion is undeidable [4℄. There has been muh disussion aboutthe adequay of the various models (see [12℄ for a start). We will not pursue this disus-sion here. We show that our use of generi loks to \enode" the nondeterminism of theautomaton suÆes to deide the veri�ation problem for proesses M satisfying the fol-lowing (K-transitions) assumption: there is a onstant K 2 N suh that at most K statetransitions an happen, in M, in a time interval of unit length. Thus, one an use the full



18 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pintoexpressiveness power of nondeterministi timed automata to speify properties as long asthe proess satis�es this assumption.This assumption is ommonly adopted in an important appliation of real-time veri�-ation tehniques: the analysis of digital iruits [14, 6, 15℄. For instane, in [6, 15℄ a timedautomaton model for asynhronous iruits is proposed. Every logial gate is followed by adelay element onstraining, between lower and upper bounds, the rising and falling (whihare the disrete events) of the digital signals. The lower bound is a positive onstant, suhthat any yle in the model takes at least k time units to omplete, for some positive on-stant k, and so the assumption is met. It is worth noting that the K-transitions assumptiondoes not a�et the dense time assumption. In fat, one of the results in [6℄ is that yliiruits in that model, whih meets the K-transitions assumption, in general, do not admitdisretization.Lemma 3 G is in�nite i�, for every k 2 N, k > 0, a vertex with exatly k generi loksis reahable from some initial vertex.Proof 1 The \if" part is trivial. For the other diretion, reall that every initial vertexhas exatly one generi lok, and that the number of verties with at most k generi loksis �nite. Thus, if G is in�nite, for every l 2 N, a vertex with more than l generi lokis reahable. But, by de�nition, if there is an edge vv0, and v has m generi loks, thenv0 has, at most, m + 1 generi loks. This means that a vertex with n generi loks isreahable only if a vertex with n� 1 is also reahable. utReall the rule for edges of type 5 in G. Given the transient vertex v = [s; C; P; int; intb;inte;Fr ℄, we de�ned a set D ontaining the indies of the generi loks in C whih representat least one lok x 2 X, in some position of A, whih is not reset by the transition. We saythat a generi lok i survives the transition if i 2 D. Its value will be represented, in thenext state, by a generi lok j, suh that j is, at most, i+1 (j = i+1 exatly in the asewhen all generi loks h, h � i, survive the transition and, in addition, v is reseting). Wesay that j survived the transition when it represents some lok x 2 X, in some positionof A, whih was not reset by the last transition. Extending this disussion for more thanone transition, we see that the index of a generi lok gives a lower bound on the numberof transitions that it has survived, and the following lemma holds.Lemma 4 Consider a generi lok i in any vertex v of G. Then, in any �nite initial pathof G ending in v, the generi lok i survives for, at least, the last i� 1 transitions. utThis lemma has also the following interpretation: if a vertex v has k generi loks, thenany �nite behavior of M ending in v has, at least, one run of A over it, suh that somelok x 2 X is not reset in this run, for, at least, the last k � 1 transitions.Theorem 1 If M satis�es the K-transitions assumption, then G is �nite.Proof 2 Sine M satis�es the K-transitions assumption, we an �nd a onstant N suhthat any sequene of N transitions in M takes more than A time units. Assume that a



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 19vertex v with N + 2 generi loks is reahable in G from some initial vertex. Then, N+1is relevant in v, by de�nition. But this is a ontradition, sine Lemma 4 implies that N+1survives at least the last N transitions, so it annot be relevant. Sine no vertex with N +2generi loks an be reahed, G is �nite by Lemma 3. utRemark 2 The K-transitions assumption is a suÆient but not neessary ondition for the�niteness of G. The proess may have a yle where the lower bound of all basi events iszero, but this yle may not \synhronize" (as it did in Example 4) with a similar yle inA, where some lok is never reset. Also, learly, if A happens to be suh that every lokis reset in every yle, then G is �nite for any M.4.4 Ergodi Components and Reurrent VertiesWe now �nish the presentation of the algorithm. This �nal part is a ombination of themethod in [2℄ and the results of [7, Setion 4℄. From now on, assume that G is �nite andlet VG be its set of verties (VG is a �nite subset of V ). Every b.s.. omponent of G islassi�ed as either aepting or rejeting, so that M satis�es A i� all b.s.. omponents ofG are aepting.Given a partiular behavior � of Y �, let inf(�p) � VG be the set of verties of G appearingin�nitely often in �p. The main result in [2℄, whih applies diretly to our onstrution, isthe following:Lemma 5 (Lemma 3 in [2℄) Let W � VG be a set of verties of G. Assume that theproess Y � starts in some state hs; �; pi 2 v, for some v 2W . The set of behaviors � of Y �suh that inf(�p) =W has positive measure i� W is a b.s.. omponent of G. utWe disuss the diÆulty behind this lemma. In the disrete time model [7℄, where thesystem is given as a Markov hain and the spei�ation as an !-automaton, the analogouslemma follows trivially from this property: if a vertex v is visited in�nitely often by theproess, then, eah vertex v0, suh that there is an edge vv0, is also visited in�nitely often.This is beause, if there is an edge from v to v0, then the probability that the next vertexwill be v0 given that the present vertex is v is not only positive, but is a positive onstant.In our ase, this does not hold. Reall the example for edges of type 5:v = [s; 2664 2(2; 3)b(�3;�2)1(0; 1)a(0) 3775 ;�hq1; � x(1)y(2) �i�℄??y type 5v0 = [s; 26664 3(2; 3)(�2;�1)b(�3;�2)2(0; 1)1(0) 37775 ;�hq2;� x(1)y(3) �i; hq3;� x(2)y(3) �i�℄ .If the proess Y p is in v, then the probability that the next vertex will be v0 is positive,but its exat value depends on the di�erene [fr(2) � fr(b)℄ in v. There is no a priori



20 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pintoguarantee that, if the proess visits v in�nitely often, then it will visit v0 also in�nitelyoften, beause the di�erene [fr(2)� fr(b)℄ ould onverge to zero.Given a vertex v = [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄, onsider the set E� = atb(s) [ Crel. Wesay that a visit of Y p to v is Æ-separated i�, for every pair x and y in E�, if fr(x) 6= fr(y)then jfr(x) � fr(y)j � Æ. We will need the following two fats, whih are demonstrated inthe ourse of the proof of this Lemma 5:Fat 1 Consider a vertex v0 suh that there is the edge vv0. There exists a positive " and apositive Æ0 suh that, for any Æ-separated visit of Y p to v, the probability that the next statewill be a Æ0-separated visit to v0, is bounded from below by ".Fat 2 Given any partiular behavior � of Y �, if inf(�p) =W , then for eah v 2W , thereis a positive Æv, suh that � makes in�nitely many Æv-separated visits to v.Lemma 5 gives the relationship between the ergodi behavior of Y � and the b.s.. om-ponents of G. In order to lassify these omponents, we need some de�nitions. A vertexv 2 V , v = [s; C; P; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄, is alled a unit vertex, i� jP j = 1. A unit vertex[s; C; fhq; �ig; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄ is said to be aepting i� q 2 F . We say that a unit vertexv is ontained in a vertex v0 2 V i�:� Given two states of Y �, hs; �; pi 2 v and hs0; �0; p0i 2 v0, there is hq0; � 0i 2 p0 suh that,hs; �; pi �� hs0; �0; fhq0; � 0igi. That is, informally, there is a position in v0 suh thatwe an obtain v from v0 by deleting all the other positions (and modifying the set ofgeneri loks aordingly).For example, v is ontained in v0:v = [s; 2664 2(2; 3)(�2;�1)b(�3;�2)1(0; 1) 3775 ;�hq3; � x(1)y(2) �i�℄Tv0 = [s; 26664 3(2; 3)(�2;�1)b(�3;�2)2(0; 1)1(0) 37775 ;�hq2;� x(1)y(3) �i; hq3;� x(2)y(3) �i�℄ .Given a unit vertex v 2 V , let Gv denote the graph obtained indutively from v byapplying the same rules for the edge relation of G. It is important to note that, if v isontained in some vertex of G, then Gv is guaranteed to be �nite.De�nition 8 A unit vertex v 2 V is alled reurrent i�, the graph Gv has a b.s.. om-ponent M suh that there is a vertex v0 2 M , and v is ontained in v0. We assoiate witha given reurrent unit vertex v, a �nite path v of Gv, going from v to some vertex in M(any suh path).



Nondeterministi Spei�ations 21Finally, a b.s.. omponent W of G is aepting i� some vertex v0 2 W ontains anaepting reurrent unit vertex v. Otherwise, it is rejeting.Lemma 6 (Analogous to Lemma 4.1.2. in [7℄) Let W � VG be an aepting b.s..omponent of G. Any behavior � of Y � suh that inf(�p) = W is aepted by A withprobability one.Proof 3 (Outline) Given a partiular behavior �0 of Y �, onsider the sequene �0p =v1v2 � � � of verties of G traversed by �0. We onstrut a run of A for �0 by �xing �nitesegments of the run, repeating the following proedure: hoose an index i and a positionhq; �i in vi. By the de�nition of Y �, any �nite behavior of Y � traversing v1v2 � � � vi hasan initial �nite run r of A ending in a generalized loation hq; �i, for some �. We �x this�nite run by deleting all the other positions in vi, obtaining a unit vertex u, and letting theproess Y � ontinues from the vertex u. That is, the remaining sequene vivi+1vi+2 � � � isprojeted on the graph Gu, yielding a new sequene �00p = uu2u3 � � � of verties of Gu.As W is aepting, there is a vertex v0 2 W ontaining an aepting reurrent unitvertex v = [s; C; fhq; �ig; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄, suh that Gv has a b.s.. omponent M , andthere is a vertex v00 2 M , and v is ontained in v00. The idea is to onstrut an aeptingrun for the behavior � repeating the loation q in�nitely many times.Consider the �nite path v = vv2v3 � � � vjvj in Gv (from De�nition 8). If Y � is in a Æ-separated visit to v, then, by applying Fat 1 repeatedly, the probability that the proess Y �follows the path v is bounded from below by a positive onstant ". Also, as v is ontainedin v0, a Æ-separated visit to v0 an be viewed as a Æ-separated visit to v.Now, onsider the sequene �p = v1v2 � � � . By Fat 2, for in�nitely many i � 1, the visitof the behavior � to vi is a Æv0-separated visit to v0. Sine these are also Æv0-separated visitsto v, then, with probability one, there is a �nite index n, suh that vn = v0, and, if weprojet the sequene vnvn+1 � � � on Gv, the proess Y � follows the path v and is absorbedby the b.s.. omponent M. Thus, we �x the �rst �nite segment of the aepting run byhoosing vn and deleting positions in v0 so as to obtain v.The remaining sequene vnvn+1 � � � is projeted on Gv, and the new sequene is v � � � ,that is, vv2v3 � � � vjvj � � � . But now, we an apply Lemma 5 and Fat 2 on the graph Gv(with v00 playing the role of v0) and repeat the proedure in�nitely many times. Sine everytime the proedure is repeated, we an �x the �nite segment of the run with probabilityone, the whole run is onstruted with probability one. utLemma 7 (Analogous to Lemma 4.1.3. in [7℄) Let W � VG be a rejeting b.s.. om-ponent of G. Any behavior � of Y � suh that inf(�p) = W is rejeted by A with probabilityone.Proof 4 (Outline) If no vertex v0 2 W ontains an aepting unit vertex v, then byLemma 5, learly, � is rejeted by A with probability one. Suppose there is an aeptingunit vertex v = [s; C; fhq; �ig; int; intb; inte;Fr ℄ ontained in some vertex v0 of W . Theidea is to show that, for every suh v, the probability that A has a run over � repeating qin�nitely often is zero.



22 A. V. Moura and G. A. PintoBy applying Lemma 5 to the graph Gv , v is ontained in the vertex vi of any sequenevv1v2 � � � of Gv , for only �nitely many i � 1, sine any suh sequene is eventually absorbedby some b.s.. omponent of Gv and v is not reurrent. Hene, the probability that abehavior of Y �, traversing the sequene vv1v2 � � � in Gv, has a run of A repeating q in�nitelyoften is zero.Now, onsider the sequene �p = v1v2 � � � . By Lemma 5, for in�nitely many i � 1,vi = v0. But, for any suh vi, if we �x the �rst �nite segment of the run by hoosing vi,then the probability that a run with this initial segment repeats q in�nitely often is zero bythe last paragraph. utPutting everything together we have the following theorem, giving the algorithm:Theorem 2 Given a real-time probabilisti proess M and a timed automaton A, suh thatthe graph G is �nite, M satis�es A i�, for every b.s.. omponent W of G, there is at leastone vertex v0 2W , suh that v0 ontains a reurrent aepting unit vertex v. ut5 ConlusionsIn this paper, we presented an extension to the method in [2℄, for the veri�ation of deter-ministi timed automata spei�ations of real-time probabilisti proesses, giving a partialanswer to the question about the veri�ation of nondeterministi timed automata spei�a-tions. Our onstrution gives a semi-deision proedure, whih is guaranteed to �nish, forinstane, when there is a bound on the number of events that the proess an generated ina �nite interval of time. This assumption is frequently adopted in pratial appliations ofveri�ations tehniques [14, 6, 15℄. Hene, the very expressive formalism of nondeterministitimed automata an be used to speify properties for these probabilisti proesses.The method is quite expensive, as an be seen in the bound on the number of equivalenelasses with K generi loks in Setion 4.1. In partiular, it is doubly exponential in thenumber of loks of the automaton, and exponential in the number of loations of theautomaton. Nevertheless, it has been shown, in similar ontexts [9, 10℄, that heuristimethods and symboli tehniques an sometimes yield useful implementations for suhexpensive (or undeidable, for that matter) problems. Thus, one diretion for future workis the development of suh methods and tehniques for the probabilisti veri�ation problem.Another diretion is, of ourse, the theoretial question of the deidability of the generalveri�ation problem, whih remains open. From this theoretial point of view, it is inter-esting to note that, given an arbitrary proessM and an arbitrary automaton A, suh thatthe proedure does not �nish, the present method an be used to deide the veri�ationproblem for a modi�ed proess M", whih an be arbitrarily \lose" to M. First note thatthe exat form of the probability density funtions of the basi events is not relevant, sinewe are doing qualitative probabilisti veri�ation. Given any rational onstant ", we obtainM" from M by:� replaing the lower bound lx of every bounded basi event x, suh that lx = 0, by ";
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